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ABSTRACT
A key element in the continuing growth of air traffic is the
increased use of automation. The Next Generation (Next-
Gen) Air Traffic System will include automated decision
support systems and satellite navigation that will let pilots
know the precise locations of other aircraft around them.
This Next-Gen suggestion system can assist pilots in making
good decisions when they have to direct the aircraft them-
selves. However, effective automation is critical in achieving
the capacity and safety goals of the Next-Gen Air Traffic
System. In this paper we show that evolutionary algorithms
can be used to achieve this effective automation.

However, it is not feasible to use a standard evolutionary
algorithm learning approach in such a detailed simulation.
Therefore, we apply a hierarchical simulation approach to
an air traffic congestion problem where agents must reach a
destination while avoiding separation violations. Due to the
dynamic nature of this problem, agents need to learn fast.
Therefore, we apply low fidelity simulation for agents learn-
ing their destination, and a high fidelity simulation employ-
ing the Next-Gen technology for learning separation assur-
ance. The hierarchical simulation approach increases con-
vergence rate, leads to a better performing solution, and
lowers computational complexity by up to 50 times.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Distributed Artificial Intelligence]: Intelligent
Agents

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Experimentation
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Aerospace Industry, Simulation Optimization, Multi-agent
Systems, Co-evolution
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1. INTRODUCTION
Automation is becoming an important aspect of air traffic

control. Decision support systems, computer-based informa-
tion acquisition, trajectory planning systems, and advisory
systems are considered to be automation components re-
lated to Next Generation (Next-Gen) airspace [15]. With
the addition of these systems, learning becomes computa-
tionally intractable and approximations need to be made,
but with more approximations the learned policy becomes
less representative of the real application. To resolve this
issue, we develop an approach that use both high and low
fidelity simulations. The high fidelity simulations include
complex computation and are used during separation assur-
ance, while the low fidelity simulation solves high level prob-
lems and are used for reaching a destination. Both fidelities
are needed to fully understand the system.

Typical methods to alleviate computational complexity in
complex systems have been applied during learning, one such
example is transfer learning [12]. Transfer learning has been
shown to alleviate computational complexity by learning in
a simple domain, and transferring that knowledge to a more
complex domain. In transfer learning there are three key
research questions: What to transfer, how to transfer and
when to transfer. Each of these questions are difficult to an-
swer and all are completely domain dependent. When the
source domain and the target domain are loosely or not re-
lated, straight forward transfer learning does not work, and
can lead to worse performance [12]. Lastly, transfer learning
requires a computable mapping from the source domain to
the target domain, which isn’t always easily achieved.

Other methods have been applied to the simulation as a
whole [16]. An approximation of a high fidelity simulator
can greatly speed up computation time, but subtle, yet im-
portant, details can be approximated or removed from the
system. In complex domains, these important details are
needed, but are no longer available or are approximated,
adding error into the system. Over time this error can prop-
agate throughout the system, invalidating results and lead-
ing to suboptimal learning. An example of this is air traffic
simulation. Two popular approaches to simulating air traffic
in the United States had been to develop Lagrangian models
of each aircraft’s dynamics, or to create aggregate models of
the National Airspace (NAS) [4, 10, 11]. When the aircraft’s
dynamics are taken into account, the simulation is accurate,
but also time-intensive and complex. On the other hand,
aggregate models can be used as an approximation of the
Lagrangian models. When using only a low fidelity simula-
tion, a lot of pertinent information is lost, but when using



using a high fidelity simulator, such as the Lagrangian model
simulations, the simulation cost becomes high.

Coordinating aircraft is also a critical and difficult task.
Cooperative Coevolutionary Algorithms (CCEAs) are well
suited for evolving multiple populations simultaniously and
evaluating fitness based on an individuals interactions with
other agents in the system. Additionally, CCEAs are well
suited for multiagent domains where robustness is a desir-
able quality, and agents need to succeed or fail as a team [13].
The population member assignment generates a robustness
well suited for the Next-Gen system, as a solution needs to
be able to withstand sudden changes that are frequent in
air traffic. Although robustness is nice, the key advantage
of this multiagent approach is each agent only has to search
a subspace of the entire state space.

Our motivation for this work borrows from the field of
Economics. Macroeconomics studies the impact of national
economic policies on growth, inflation and unemployment,
where microeconomics studies the behavior of individual
households and businesses. Microeconomics exists because
macroeconomics cannot adequately explain the decision mak-
ing of an individual, and macroeconomics exists because an-
alyzing an individual cannot explain large scale effects on
the economy. The same is true for low fidelity and high fi-
delity simulators. The low fidelity simulation is on a macro
scale. It is a useful tool when analyzing the performance
of many agents as a whole, but it does not detail an indi-
vidual. On the other hand, high fidelity simulation is on a
micro scale, and is a very useful tool when learning requires
fine grained detail of an individual agent. They are both re-
quired in order to fully understand the system, and if one is
used to attempt to understand the environment as a whole,
useful information can be lost.

In this work we apply our hierarchical simulation evo-
lutionary approach to an air traffic control congestion do-
main. In our domain agents must reach their destination
quickly while simultaneously avoiding separation violations.
A low fidelity simulator is used for reaching the destination
quickly, while the high fidelity simulation takes advantage
of the advanced Next-Gen [15] technologies, namely Auto-
matic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B). ADS-B
is a satellite-based technology that provides aircraft infor-
mation of other aircraft, such as position and velocity, and
can be used to avoid separation violations. We find that
combining a low fidelity and high fidelity simulator leads to
faster convergence rate and faster computation time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the related work in hierarchical methods,
multiagent coordination and fitness function shaping, and
prior work in air traffic control. In Section 3 we describe the
domain we use, and in Section 4 we explain our approach
in detail by developing a low fidelity simulator and high fi-
delity simulator and combine the two. Experimental results
are then provided in Section 5, followed by the conclusion
in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND
To motivate our approach, we introduce previous work

performed in the field of agent-based simulation techniques
and hierarchical methods, describe the fitness function shap-
ing technique used in this work, and include a description
and overview of the air traffic problem.

2.1 Simulation Techniques
Many simulation techniques leverage the concept of si-

multaneous use of multiple fidelity models. In general, they
partition the environment and run a different model in each
partition. Anh et al. [3] and Stylianou et al. [17] applied
such a model toward pedestrian simulation. Anh et al. used
low fidelity flow and distribution models to steer nonvisible
agents along a network of nodes that describe the accessible
areas of a city. They also use a high fidelity simulation to
perform collision avoidance. Stylianou et al. applied a top-
down approach where the movement of the pedestrians was
computed using a low fidelity simulation, taking a global
view of the model. This information is used for guiding a
more detailed and realistic high fidelity simulation when the
user zooms in to a specific region, thus maintaining the con-
sistency. Both of these approaches focused on consistency
and speed of the results, showing that a mixed fidelity simu-
lation can be as accurate as a high fidelity simulation. Addi-
tionally, both works require a preprocessed environment and
predefined transition functions between the agents models
while switching fidelities.

An alternative to simultaneous fidelity models is to ap-
proximate the high fidelity simulation [14, 16]. In the work
by Sóbester et al. they employ parallel updates by searching
an expected improvement surface generated from a radial
basis function model [16]. They find that this is an accurate
approximation of the high fidelity model. Proper et al. on
the other hand replaced a high fidelity air traffic simulation
entirely with an event-based air traffic model [14]. In com-
plex domains approximations introduce small errors, which
over time can propagate throughout the system, deteriorat-
ing performance.

In this work, we employ the simultaneous use of multiple
fidelity models in multiagent learning for coordination. In
this problem, transition functions between the fidelity mod-
els cannot be found, the environment is generalized, and
agent interactions cannot be predicted and must be learned.

2.2 Hierarchical Learning
Hierarchical methods decompose large problems into smaller

ones, overcomes partial observability, and re-uses subtasks.
This organizational structure leads to many benefits, such
as faster learning and learning from fewer trials. MAXQ
by Dietterich et al. [7] decomposes a Markov Decision Pro-
cess (MDP) into a hierarchy of smaller MDPs and decom-
poses the value function of the target MDP into an additive
combination of the value functions of the smaller MDPs.
Our work similarly decomposes a large task into many semi-
independent smaller tasks, essentially simultaneously solv-
ing many smaller, and therefore easier problems.

Similar to hierarchical methods, task-based decomposition
decomposes large problems into many smaller, more task-
specific problems. Agents are grouped together in teams
that are specialized for a specific task. An agent can explore
more parts of the state relevant to its current task rather
than exploring the entire state space, and therefore learn
faster [8, 20]. Task-based decomposition has been previously
applied in robotics for cellular manufacturing [18], where the
complexity of the manufacturing process is too large for a
straightforward multiagent approach. Task-based decompo-
sition has also been used in pattern recognition [9] to sim-
plify image classification through the use of decomposing
pattern classification problems based on the task required.



This work can be seen as a mixture of hierarchical meth-
ods and task-based decomposition. Task-based decompo-
sition typically uses the same agent throughout learning,
and hierarchical methods don’t use different fidelity levels in
their simulations. In this work, multiple agents control each
aircraft and hand over control. Essentially this approach em-
ploys one agent per fidelity level per aircraft, meaning the
lower fidelity simulations have agents that can learn much
faster, receiving state information useful only to their spe-
cific task.

2.3 Fitness Function Shaping
Multiagent coordination is an important aspect of many

domains, such as air traffic control [2], Robocup soccer [1]
and power plant operations [5]. A learning or evolution-
ary algorithm will often convert a once computationally in-
tractable search problem into a feasible guided search.

In learning algorithms fitness function design is important
in keeping convergence time low while keeping performance
high. In many multiagent coordination domains there is a
difference between maximizing the system-level fitness and
maximizing a single agent’s fitness. If an agent always takes
the locally-optimal action, it does not always maximize the
system-level fitness.

The difference evaluation function [2] is evaluated such
that each agent’s fitness is related to the individual’s con-
tribution to team performance, therefore the signal-to-noise
ratio is improved considerably. This leads to final better
policies at an accelerated convergence rate, as well as over-
coming the Tragedy of the Commons. The difference evalu-
ation function is defined as:

Di(z) = G(z)−G(z − zi + ci) , (1)

where z is the system state, zi is the system state with
agent i, and ci is a counterfactual replacing agent i. This
counterfactual offsets the artificial impact of removing an
agent from the system. For example, removing an aircraft
from the system always artificially decreases the amount of
congestion, which would provide a inaccurate fitness if a
counterfactual is not used.

The difference evaluation function provides a compact en-
capsulation of the agent’s impact on the system. It reduces
the noise from other agents in the fitness function signal and
has outperformed both system-level and local fitness func-
tions in many congestion domains [1, 2, 5].

2.4 Air Traffic Control
The Next Generation (Next-Gen) Air Traffic System will

replace the system in place by the FAA. For decades aircraft
have been flying indirect routes over radar towers, causing
increased delay and adding congestion to highly traveled in-
tersections. Next-Gen is the upgrade to a satellite-based
technology. Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
(ADS-B) navigation is part of this Next-Gen technology and
will let pilots know the precise locations of nearby aircraft.
However, pilots cannot directly comprehend all of the data
for each nearby aircraft. Adding an evolutionary agent as a
suggestion system for the pilot is an ideal way show the pi-
lot only pertinent navigation information. This allows more
aircraft in the sky while enhancing the safety of travel.

Two popular approaches to simulating the Air Traffic Flow
Management Problem (ATFMP) had been to develop La-
grangian models of each aircraft’s dynamics, and to cre-

ate aggregate models of the NAS [4, 10, 11]. In the La-
grangian model approaches, typically the trajectories of each
aircraft are taken into account and either collision-avoidance
or congestion-reduction is performed [10]. This is an ac-
curate and fine-grained approach to the ATFMP, but also
time-intensive and complex. Aggregate models have been
shown to simplify the NAS and therefore are a much sim-
pler approach to the ATFMP. The aggregate models have
been used in conjunction with linear programming to find
solutions to air traffic flow [4], and linear algorithms to an-
alyze departure, enroute and arrival delays [11].

In this work we chose to use a Lagrangian model of the
NAS, receiving the benefits of a more detailed simulation.
Each aircraft is simulated relative to their velocity, yaw, and
pitch.

3. DOMAIN
This paper demonstrates the usefulness of the hierarchical

simulation approach in an important air traffic congestion
problem. Therefore, we discuss the aircraft traffic conges-
tion problem first, and then show how to apply our approach
with respect to that optimization problem. This section de-
scribes how we formulated a multiagent congestion problem
by defining the scenarios and agents and developed an ap-
propriate system evaluation function.

3.1 Scenario
We test our approach in two scenarios. In both scenarios,

aircraft are lined up on the final approach to their destina-
tion. Each aircraft is 100 units above ground and 25 units
from the aircraft arriving before and after themselves. Ini-
tial orientations of each aircraft are assigned to be toward
the destination airport and initial starting locations begin at
125 units away from the destination airport. An amount of
gaussian noise (σ = 5, µ = 0) is then added to the starting
location of each aircraft. Lastly, the speed of each aircraft
is held statically at 1 unit.

In the first scenario, there are two airports, and a set of
6 aircraft arriving at each airport. In this scenario there
is one intersection point where aircraft flying a direct route
trajectory can reach potential separation violations. The
goal in this scenario is to show our approach adequately op-
timizes the delay to the aircraft’s destination while incurring
no separation violations.

In the second scenario there are 6 airports with 10 aircraft
arriving at each airport. Again, the aircraft are lined up
on a final approach vector. In this scenario each aircraft
must go through three intersection points, with a total of
9 intersection points on the map. Our goal in this scenario
is to see what issues occur in later intersections when an
aircraft must switch many times between a low fidelity and
high fidelity simulation. We also would like to see how our
approach scales to larger systems.

We measure the performance in each scenario by comput-
ing the overall delay and congestion of all aircraft:

P (z) =
∑
a∈A

(τopt,a − τa)− C(z) (2)

where C(z) is the separation violation penalty (Equation
6), and τopt,a is the optimal time taken by aircraft a to land
as if it took a straight-line route from its starting location
to its destination and τa is the actual time taken by aircraft



a to land. If an aircraft does not land, the negative of the
total number of time steps is used, in this case −600.

3.2 Agent Definition
Agents actions are continuous and they may choose to

change yaw by up to 1 radian in a positive or negative di-
rection and change their pitch by up to 2 radians positively
or negatively for one time step. Each aircraft’s speed is
held static, therefore the steeper it ascends or descends the
slower it moves toward its destination. Agents dynamics are
modeled according to the equations:

dx = |cos(pitch)| ∗ cos(yaw)

dy = |cos(pitch)| ∗ sin(yaw)

dz = sin(pitch)

(3)

Each agent receives a state relative to their current simu-
lation fidelity. Agents in the low fidelity simulations simply
receive a state representing the aircraft relative to its des-
tination, and agents in the high fidelity simulations receive
a state that include the positions of nearby aircraft and the
low fidelity state. This is explained in far more detail in
Section 4.

3.3 Agent Policies
Agents developed policies using traditional cooperative

coevolutionary algorithms (CCEAs) evolving weights for neu-
ral networks. In CCEAs, each population member of an
agent is randomly assigned with population members of other
agents to create a team. Fitnesses assigned to population
members are based on the interactions within a given team.
This team is evaluated and each population member is given
a fitness. Once all population members have been assigned
to a team, evolutionary subsampling is performed. For this
evolutionary algorithm, we use 50 population members per
agent for 2000 generations.

3.4 Fitness Evaluation
It is extremely important for pilots to keep a safe dis-

tance from other aircraft, therefore our goal in this work
is to remove all separation violations, while simultaneously
incentivizing aircraft to get to their destination in a timely
manner. Therefore, the system-level fitness evaluation we
developed focuses on the cumulative delay (δ) and conges-
tion (C) throughout the system:

G(z) = (δ(z) +−C(z)) , (4)

where δ(z) represents the delay in the system, and C(z)
is the total penalty for congestion violations.

The delay is defined by the sums of the difference between
the straight-line distance to the goal during the last time
step and the straight-line distance to the goal the current
time step, such that the maximum value for each sum is the
speed of aircraft a:

δ(z) =
∑
a∈A

η(at−1, adest)− η(at, adest) , (5)

where η(at, adest) is the distance from aircraft a at time t
and aircraft a’s destination.

The total congestion penalty is the summation of viola-
tions per time step:

C(z) =
∑
a1∈A

∑
a2∈A

−ω ∗ θ(η(a1, a2)) , (6)

where θ(η(a1, a2)) is a step function that is 1 if aircraft a1
and a2 are close enough to cause a violation, and 0 otherwise,
and ω is the weight placed upon congestion, 1000 for our
setup.

4. HIERARCHICAL SIMULATION
The hierarchical simulation requires three main steps for

agents to learn well-developed policies: formulating the low
fidelity simulation, formulating the high fidelity simulation,
and combining the two. This section will describe how to
properly develop and combine these simulations with respect
to the aircraft optimization problem.

4.1 Low Fidelity Simulation
Our low fidelity simulation includes very little detail of

the environment, and is therefore very computationally in-
expensive. Environment information for each agent includes
only the location of its aircraft and the location of the air-
craft’s destination airport. Due to this minimal representa-
tion, agents in this simulation receives a simple state space
and fitness function.

The agents in the low fidelity simulation are given a state
that only includes the ∆heading to their destination, and
the fitness function calculated as the change in distance to
their destination (Equation 5). Since the low fidelity simula-
tion includes all of the agents, many actions simultaneously
impact the system environment, causing the fitness for a spe-
cific agent to become noisy with the actions of other agents.
An agent would have difficulty evolving to an optimal solu-
tion using such a noisy fitness evaluation signal. A difference
evaluation function reduces much of this noise (Equation 1),
and is easily derived from the system-level delay function
(Equation 5):

Di(z) = δ(z)− δ(z − zi + ci) , (7)

where δ(z) is the delay fitness function with all agents
and δ(z − zi + ci) is the delay fitness function with agents i
removed from the system and replaced with counterfactual
agent ci. This counterfactual represents the aircraft taking
a locally optimal action toward it’s destination.

4.2 High Fidelity Simulation
Our high fidelity simulation takes advantage of the ad-

vanced Next-Gen [15] technologies, namely Automatic De-
pendent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B). ADS-B is a satellite-
based technology that provides aircraft information of other
aircraft, such as position and velocity.

ADS-B technology provides pilots information of other
aircraft nearby, but pilots (and agents) cannot use all of
this information, as the state space would become too large.
For this reason, we model this limitation by only allowing
agents to observe x, y and z locations of aircraft within 10
units.

Since the ADS-B technology is not currently implemented,
different approaches of using ADS-B is a current area of re-
search. Yildiz et al. [19] modeled the pilot as being able to
observe a limited section of the space in front of them, essen-
tially discretizing the space in front of the agent into regions,
and including 8 additional binary states, one for each region.
This approach worked well in a 2D environment, but with a
3D environment the state space would need to be increased
to at least 24 regions, 8 in front, 8 above and 8 below.



Our ADS-B approach is simplified. It simply includes the
relative x, y and z location of the nearest aircraft within
its simulation. This approach involves a much smaller state
representation than Yildiz et al. since it only includes the
aircraft closest to the agent and the distance discretized into
10 bins. It also covers a larger area of the environment,
which we predict will allow the agent to make more informed
decisions.

The fitness function for the high fidelity simulation in-
cludes penalties for violations and incentives for arriving at
the airport quickly:

G(z) = δ(z) +−C(z) , (8)

where C(z) is Equation 6 and δ(z) is Equation 5.
We use the global evaluation function in the high fidelity

simulations because only a few agents are using the high fi-
delity simulation at one time (This is explained further in
the next section). Additionally, the difference evaluation
function heavily biases the evolutionary search. If an agent
takes an action that prevents a violation, that population
member receives a very high fitness, and future mutations
will search around that area of the state space. It was often
during preliminary analysis that particular part of the state
space had a high chance of being efficient at avoiding a vi-
olation in one particular orientation, but performed poorly
at reaching its destination, or avoiding aircraft in other ori-
entations, therefore we did not use the difference evaluation.

4.3 Applying Hierarchical Simulation
A key part of this research is how the high and low fi-

delity simulation interact. Each simulator contains its own
set of agents, so when one simulator takes over, the aircraft
that are switching fidelity levels are now being controlled
by different agents. The differences between the low fidelity
and high fidelity agents are the state inputs and fitness eval-
uation functions. These two sets of agents must learn to
cooperate together in order for this approach to be viable.

To switch from the low fidelity simulation to the high fi-
delity simulation, an aircraft needs to be within 10 units of
another aircraft. At this point those two aircraft switch to
a high fidelity agent and are ran in the same high fidelity
simulation independently of other agents. If another aircraft
enters within 10 units of one of these two aircraft, they are
also added to the same high fidelity simulation as the orig-
inal two. Independent simulations allowed us to calculate a
global fitness relative to agents within that simulation (See
Figure 1). This greatly reduces the noise of other aircraft
during learning.

Since the state for the low fidelity agents involves simply
the angle from the aircraft to their destination, the agent
has no knowledge of when the high fidelity agents are going
to take over. During preliminary analysis of this approach,
we discovered interesting emergent behavior when the high
fidelity and low fidelity agents learned simultaneously. Since
the high fidelity agents learned slower, due to a larger state
space, they led the aircraft to a highly suboptimal location
during early learning. Once the low fidelity simulation took
over again, the aircraft was in an unexplored part of the
state space, and the agent was required to learn how to lead
the aircraft to its destination. Additionally, the low fidelity
simulation can learn how to lead an agent to its destina-
tion much faster than the high fidelity simulation, due to
the simpler state space. This ultimately led to the high fi-

Figure 1: Aircraft within boxes are in independent high fi-
delity simulations, aircraft not in boxes are in the same low
fidelity simulation, and squares are airports. Note that the
environment is in 3D, so agents look like they are within a
separation violation, but are actually above or below each
other. This situation is during the 60 aircraft scenario.

delity simulation to have caused the low fidelity simulation
to receive a worse fitness.

Since the agents in the low fidelity simulation received a
lower fitness due to the actions taken by the high fidelity
simulator, the agents in the low fidelity simulation “learned”
to avoid situations where the high fidelity simulation took
over. Due to the high fidelity simulator only taking over
the agent when a potential conflict is detected, the low fi-
delity agent indirectly began learning to avoid violations.
Indirectly teaching agents on the simulation level is an in-
teresting emergent behavior and is a topic in future work.

Due to this emergent behavior, we do not train the high
fidelity and low fidelity agents simultaneously. Instead, we
borrow from the field of transfer learning. We first train a set
of low fidelity agents to convergence in a large set of simple
environments. We vary the starting location and orientation
of each aircraft, and train the agent to reach its destination.
Once trained, these agents are capable of always reaching
their destination from any starting location and orientation.
Low fidelity agents are held static, and used in our scenarios
while we trained high fidelity agents in our scenarios.

Since agents were are active during every time step, their
fitness functions need to be slightly modified. If agent a is
active for 400 time steps, and receives the same fitness as
agent b, who was active for 300 time steps, agent b performed
better than agent a. We solve this problem by dividing each
agent’s fitness by their number of active time steps, assigning
each agent their average fitness per time step.

5. RESULTS
In this section we test our simulation hierarchy approach

in the air traffic domain and compare it to the performance
of using a high fidelity only approach. We show general ben-
efits of using a simulation hierarchy, including faster conver-
gence and faster computation. Lastly, we show that due to
the low fidelity and high fidelity separation, the simulation
hierarchy approach is very robust to noise. All graphs in this



Figure 2: The simulation hierarchy approach and high fi-
delity only approach converged to the same performance.
However, the simulation hierarchy approach reached that
level of performance much faster, and with less computa-
tion.

section were computed using 10 statistical runs, and error
bars are included.

5.1 Performance
The key benefit of using a simulator hierarchy is the in-

creased speed of convergence. Agents in the low fidelity
simulation are only concerned with reaching their destina-
tion. In this domain, this is a trivial problem to solve, and
agents converge very fast to optimal. When adding in viola-
tion constraints, the problem becomes much harder. Agents
are required to coordinate with each other to avoid separa-
tion violations. If only one fidelity simulator is being used,
this problem becomes more difficult. Agents using only a
high fidelity simulator will need to learn how to reach the
destination while simultaneously learning to coordinate. If
one agent evolves to a policy that allows an aircraft to reach
the destination faster, but that policy leads to a separa-
tion violation, another agent must also have evolved to co-
ordinate with that agent, all within the same simulation.
This makes policies that perform separation coordination
and reach their destination difficult to find.

When using a simulation hierarchy, the agents in the low
fidelity simulation can quickly learn how to reach their des-
tination, while the high fidelity agents only turn on when a
separation violation might occur. This means the high fi-
delity agents need only care about a very small portion of
the state space, and will also learn much faster. This also
means that we can easily perform transfer learning since the
low fidelity aircraft are not coordinating. As long as the low
fidelity agents can learn how to reach their destination from
any location, which again is an easy problem to solve, they
do not need to learn further. Only the high fidelity agents
compute their fitness during each time step they are active.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the difference evaluation
function can’t be used in the high fidelity simulation, and we
have to use a global fitness evaluation function. The global
evaluation function is easily computable, but does not per-
form well with many agents in a congestion domain [1, 5,
2]. This isn’t a problem when we use simulation hierarchies.
Each group of agents within a high fidelity simulator are
treated independently of each other, so the global fitness
function represents only a few agents at a time. The global
fitness function is a very good learning signal when only a
few agents are included. When using only the high fidelity

Figure 3: The simulation hierarchy approach outperformed
the high fidelity only approach due to a less noisy fitness
function and transfer learning. Since each high fidelity sim-
ulation is treated independently of each other, the global
fitness function accurately encapsulates how each agent af-
fects the environment.

simulator, every agent receives the same global fitness func-
tion, and is therefore given a noisier global fitness function.

This increased convergence rate makes it much easier to
scale to larger systems, since well performing policies be-
come much easier to find. As you can see from Figure 2,
using a hierarchical simulation in the smaller scenario leads
to a much faster convergence rate to an equally performing
solution. In this scenario, we apply transfer learning in the
low fidelity simulation, which gives it a much higher start-
ing performance. This scenario is not complex enough for
the simulation hierarchy approach to see any performance
benefits over the high fidelity only approach. However, the
high fidelity only approach takes much more computation to
reach that same level of performance, as will be discussed in
the next section.

In the higher complexity scenario, the simulation hierar-
chy approach is able to converge to a well performing so-
lution very quickly (Figure 3). This is due to the high fi-
delity simulations being treated independently of each other,
and the low fidelity transfer learning. The high fidelity only
approach should theoretically eventually reach the perfor-
mance of the simulation hierarchy, but at a huge cost of
computation.

In these experiments, transfer learning was not used for
the high fidelity only approach due to the noise in the global
fitness function. In both approaches, once an agent trans-
ferred to a larger environment, it was able to reach its des-
tination, but not without incurring violations. The global
fitness function in the high fidelity only approach was too
noisy for agents to learn to avoid these violations, and there-
fore have a much worse performance than if transfer learning
was not used. In the hierarchical simulation approach, the
fitness function is less noisy, and agents are able to quickly
learn to avoid violations.

5.2 Speed
Decreasing the computational complexity of a simulator is

extremely useful in learning. When performing hundreds of
thousands of trials, even a small speedup of one simulation
step can impact overall computation time by magnitudes.
In complex domains this decreased computation time leads
to an ability to scale to larger systems, add more agents, or
use more accurate physical models.



Simulation time (s)
Scenario No Penalty Penalty HF calls LF calls

12-HF+LF 0.02 2.94 146 1702
12-HF 0.05 39.23 1959 0

60-HF+LF 0.1 11.68 579 21789
60-HF 0.25 617.21 30848 0

Table 1: The amount of computation time required per sim-
ulation step was much smaller when using the simulation
hierarchy approach both with and without the penalty to
the high fidelity simulation.

When using only the high fidelity simulation, computing
the high fidelity state requires each agent to compute a larger
state: x, y and z of the closest aircraft, and the degree be-
tween the aircraft and the destination. In addition, due to
the more complex state space and additional neural network
inputs, a larger neural network is needed to fully learn the
system, further increasing computation time.

In a high fidelity simulator, it is common for systems to
need to sacrifice speed to compute additional useful infor-
mation, such as querying 3rd party software or performing
additional computation. In this scenario, this additional in-
formation is through the use of the ADS-B system, which is
used in the high fidelity simulator to compute the relative lo-
cation of nearby aircraft. Note that the ADS-B system data
received will be 1 MB, with a 50MB/s signal [6]. Therefore,
we added an additional computational cost of 0.02 second
when using the ADS-B technology to give a more realistic
computational complexity analysis the high fidelity simula-
tor.

When using the hierarchical simulation approach, agents
are required to compute the full state a small number of
time steps. Agents are in the low fidelity simulation unless
a potential separation violation can occur. Table 1 shows
the computation time per simulation step of the different
scenarios. During learning we call the simulation 200,000
times, for 600 time steps each, therefore even a small speed
up here leads to an extremely large time savings.

When using the simulation hierarchy approach without
penalties to the high fidelity simulation, the computation
time required per simulation step was about half of when
using the high fidelity only approach. This is due to the
fast computational speed of the low fidelity simulation, and
only switching to the slower, yet more detailed, high fidelity
simulation to perform collision avoidance. When adding in
the penalties for the ADS-B system, the simulation hierarchy
approach was 13x faster per simulation step in the smaller
scenario, and 52x faster in the larger scenario. This is one of
the key benefits of using the simulation hierarchy approach.

In an application that uses the difference evaluation func-
tion, the computational speed up would be even greater.
The difference fitness function is a useful tool for accurately
evaluating a policy, but it is often computationally expen-
sive, especially when resimulation is required. This approach
can speed up the difference fitness function computation in
a high fidelity simulation, since the number of agents in each
independent high fidelity simulation is very small. This can
easily turn a once intractable problem into a tractable one.

5.3 Accuracy
One of the key concerns of using a simulator hierarchy is

whether or not the simulation as a whole is accurate enough
for the agents to learn a well performing policy. We argue
that as long as the correct fidelity transition function is used,
a simulation hierarchy is as accurate as simply using a high
fidelity simulator, except with a much faster convergence
rate and at less computational complexity. As shown in
Figure 2, the high fidelity only approach eventually reaches
the performance of simulation hierarchy approach, but at
a much slower convergence rate. Additionally, as shown in
Table 1, the high fidelity only approach is much more com-
putationally expensive.

We further analyze the robustness of the simulator hierar-
chy approach by adding noise to the low fidelity simulation.
There is an interesting cost-benefit study here. If the mech-
anism deciding which fidelity an agent uses is centralized,
and therefore noiseless, adding noise to the low fidelity sys-
tem state will hardly hurt performance. This is because if
an agent is within the fidelity transition function criteria,
the high fidelity simulation takes over and insures there will
be no separation violations. This centralized approach is
ideal, but comes with the typical problem of centralized ap-
proaches. If this decision mechanism has an error, or breaks
down, all of the aircraft in the system will be at risk.

If the fidelity transition function is included in the agent
design, it becomes decentralized and doesn’t suffer from a
system wide break down if one mechanism incurs an error.
However, since the fidelity transition function is on a per-
agent basis and is included in the agent definition, it must
include the noise that the agent receives. If the noise is
greater than the fidelity transition function criteria, agents
may be in a low fidelity simulation when they should be
attempting to avoid a violation. The agent is in a low fidelity
simulation and does not realize it is close to another agent.
This issue does not occur if the noise is less than the fidelity
transition function criteria, as the high fidelity simulation
will take over before a violation can occur.

We simulate this by adding a static amount of noise mod-
ified by a normal distribution noise model to the low fidelity
simulation:

η = N(0, 1)± r (9)

where N(0, 1) is a normal distribution with µ = 0 and
σ = 1, and r is a static value representing a constant noise
being added or removed from the Gaussian distribution.

Adding Gaussian noise to the x, y, and z locations during
each time step introduced noise in both the state information
and the fidelity transition function. As shown in Figure 4,
this noise introduction affects performance negatively, but
this approach is still very robust to noise.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces the simulation hierarchy approach,

an approach that uses both a high and low fidelity simulation
and receives benefits from both. High fidelity simulation
leads to higher quality learning due to a more detailed state
space, but at a large cost of computation. On the other
hand, low fidelity simulation has a less detailed state space,
but is computationally inexpensive.

In this work, we show that the simulation hierarchy ap-
proach leads to a faster convergence rate while simulta-
neously reducing the computational complexity of running



Figure 4: Adding/subtracting up to 6 units for noise while
adding N(0, 1) Gaussian noise only slightly affected perfor-
mance. Performance was largely affected when the total
noise could potentially become greater than the fidelity tran-
sition function criteria.

simulations. Learning using simulation hierarchies leads to
a similar performing solution in the low complexity scenario
at a 13x reduction in time complexity. In the higher com-
plexity scenario, learning with simulation hierarchies leads
to a much better performing solution at a 52x reduction in
time complexity. When using simulation hierarchies, treat-
ing each high fidelity simulation as an independent simula-
tion led to this increase of performance, while switching be-
tween the high and low fidelity simulation led to the decrease
in computation time and robustness to noise, resulting in a
fast, robust, and well performing approach.
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